The date of the invention of the key is not known. The first illustration, as already mentioned, is in "Medical Essays and Observations" (1742) . Lecluse in his "Nouveau Elemens d'Odontologie", which was published in 1754, says "You can use the Pelican which Garengeot has formed on the English key and which I have altered twelve years ago". In a footnote he adds "An instrument which Dentists use in England". Bound up with the copy of this book in my possession is a small work on the teeth of children by the same author. At the end of the book is a letter from M. Bagard approving the manuscript of "Nouveau Elemens d'Odontologie". If the printed word is an exact copy of the manuscript then we have evidence that the key was known to Lecluse in 1740 and to the English before that date.
The key was probably unknown to Garengeot when he published his book in 1725 as he does not include it in the list of dental instruments he described and illustrated. It was, however, known to him at a later date and he introduced certain alterations which led to the instrument being called by his name and his being regarded by some writers as its inventor. Fauchard (1728) makes no reference to the key although he deals in detail with the elevator, pelican and forceps. The absence of any reference by either Garengeot or Fauchard would seem to indicate that the key was not generally known in France during the second decade of the eighteenth century. The key is not illustrated in Heister (1719), which may be regarded as a representative German work on surgery of that period and it is not mentioned by Mangetus (1721).
When we turn to English literature we find that there is no mention of the key in William Salmon's Ars Chirurgica (1799) . "The Mullets and Forceps for drawing of Teeth" which are illustrated are copies of those in Scultetus and Pare. Referring to the operation of extraction of a tooth he states that "The Gums must first be opened with a Fleam, and the Flesh loosened round about the tooth, Then done, you must with Pincers, half-Pincers, Punches, or a Pellican, lay hold of the Tooth, and with a wary and gentle kind offorcing bring it forth."
In a paper by Sir Ambrose Heal on "Cutlers Trade Cards" there are some interesting data which have a bearing on the date of origin of the key. These cards were "not paste boards but were engraved and printed on open sheets of good paper" and their purpose was primarily that of advertisement. Reproductions of eleven "cards" are included in Sir Ambrose's paper and seven of these have drawings of dental instruments, the double-ended pelican and forceps of the paces and crow's-bill patterns are represented but not the key. The dates of the "cards" are given by the author as from the last decade of the seventeenth century to about 1730. It is fair to assume that the instruments portrayed were those in general use at the period and as the key is not shown, it either had not been introduced or was but little known.
Evidence of a negative character is afforded by the case of surgical instruments purchased by The Company of Barber-Surgeons of Newcastle upon Tyne in 1703. The dental instruments in the case are a Douglas lever, a pair of forceps of the crow's-bill pattern, a doubleended pelican and an elevator; the key is not included.
Amongst the plates in a book by C. Bew (1819) is one depicting several old types of instruments for extracting teeth and amongst these is a very primitive form of key. At the end of the description Bew states "This instrument was in use in the reign of Queen Anne". This remark makes the absence of any reference to the key in the works of Heister, Mangetus, Garengeot and Fauchard difficult to understand, for if the key had been invented before they wrote it seems incredible that all four should have omitted any reference to it and I think raises the question whether the information in Bew is reliable. There seems to have been some confusion in the mind of the author about the nomenclature of instruments, for example, the double-ended pelican is called "an instrument of the key species", and one somewhat like the instrument, called by Fauchard a lever, Bew describes as "An antiquated key instrument with a sliding rod". There is no evidence to support his statement and there is a certain amount of looseness of expression in some of his writing.
Disregarding this statement in Bew, and taking into consideration the available evidence, I am inclined to put the invention of the key to about the first half of the third decade of the eighteenth century.
[ May 2, 1951] Andrew Ure, M.D., F.R.S. (1778-1857) By W. S. C. COPEMAN, O.B.E., F.R.C.P. ANDREw lIRE, M.D., F.R.S., was one of those brilliantly versatile men of science of whom the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century furnished a number of examples. Under the denomination of Natural Philosophy they assembled an encyclopedic understanding of the triad of infant sciences, chemistry, physics and mechanics, upon which the foundations of the Industrial Revolution were, with their help, built.
He was born in Glasgow on May 18, 1778, the son of Alexander lire and Anne Adam, and was educated at the UJniversities of Edinburgh and Glasgow, taking his M.A. in 1798-99 and his M.D.Glas. in 1801. He became a Member of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons, Glasgow, in 1803. He died on January 2, 1857, at 18, Upper Seymour Place, London, the residence of his son Alexander. He married on December 26, 1807, Catherine Monteath, daughter of the Rev. John Monteath of Houston, from whom he appears to have separated about 1819. They had two sons, Andrew who studied at Glasgow University but did not take a degree and who died unmarried in China about 1840, and Alexander, later F.R.C.S.Eng., the first surgeon to be elected to the staff of St. Mary's Hospital, London, after its foundation in 1854; he died unmarried as the result of a fall from his horse on June 13, 1866. His only daughter Catherine married Thomas Mackinlay, F.S.A., a noted antiquary and collector, whilst still under age in 1837.
Andrew Ure was wel known in his day as an innovator of popular scientific teaching, and as a pioneer in _ the application of scientific principles to the Arts, industry and the manu- WORK AT GLASGOW As a student he attracted notice from the exercise of a critical faculty, which was more admired in later life, and he won the University Prize for Anatomy with an essay on hernia.
After qualification he joined the 7th Regiment of North British Militia as surgeon, and went for a period of training to Fort George, where his Colonel was George, 4th Earl of Glasgow, who became his patron and close friend throughout life. He shortly afterwards was posted to Elgin, where he evidently gained the goodwill of the inhabitants since the Freedom of the Borough was shortly conferred upon him "for the particular favour and esteem that the Provost, Baillies, Council and community have and bear for Captain Andrew Ure". The Regiment was disbanded in 1803 after the Peace of Amiens, and he settled in private medical practice in Glasgow. In 1804, at the early age of 26, he was appointed as Professor of Natural Philosophy and Chemistry at the instigation of his predecessor in the Chair, Dr. George Birkbeck, also a medical man, who had decided to transfer to London. Dr. Birkbeck subsequently founded the first "Mechanics' College" in England (later Birkbeck College) on the plan of the Andersonian Institution. He also became a Founder and Councillor of UJniversity College, London. Dr. Ure accepted the Chair at Glasgow on somewhat unusual conditions which were the result of the low financial circumstances in which the Governors found themselves: "The Professor is to look for no further salary than the proceeds of the various courses, and is to defray all necessary expenses", and to provide his assistant "in a suitable compensation". Such was the popularity of his teaching, however, that in the next year we find that the audiences for his popular science lectures numbered 400-500 every quarter. Tickets of admission to each course cost 5s. Sir William Hooker, the great botanist, speaking for him when he was a candidate for Fellowship of the Royal Society, reported that: "He has a great and judicious command of language; his delivery is clear and animated and forciful; he displays a most thorough knowledge of the subjects of which he treats, and he illustrates these subjects by the most successful experiments." He also added of his fellow Scot that "His pronounciation is free of all national peculiarities'! In 1800 (Sir) Humphry Davy had published his "Research Concerning Nitrous Oxide and Its Respiration", a work which it is now generally recognized led up to the introduction of anesthesia nearly fifty years later. He induced many of his friends, of whom Dr. lJre later became one, to inhale this gas and record their sensations. It may be interesting to quote part of the latter's report to Davy after his first trial, he wrote: "I had a strong desire to breath intoxicating gas, for two reasons. First that I might know the effects and sensations which this gas communicates. And secondly to see how far I would be able to guide myself by reason. On both these heads I was fully satisfied as this statement will show. When breathing this gas the first thing I felt was a dilating of the stomach and lungs; which was followed by a very pleasant sweet taste. A most delighting sensation then followed over the whole body, and particularly thro' the limbs. My head grew light and giddy, and I thought I was mounting thro' the heavens with ease and rapidity. At every respiration my speed seemed much accelerated. The longer I breathed the more I wished to breathe the gas; and with regret felt you pulling it from me. My lungs were then playing with uncommon quickness. During the whole process I felt much inclined to laugh, which burst forth when the pipe was pulled from my mouth ... The idea of Lecturing then occurred and my pleasant sensations were all I felt inclined to relate, but was at a loss for words to convey them; for I found nothing in the world to which I could assimilate these feelings. The rapidity with which ideas glided thro' my mind was astonishing, and more than two-thirds of them one forgot.... I was sensible of all I did, but could not restrain myself, I knew some of the actions to be foolish, but they seemed pleasant, and I felt strongly inclined to perform them".
He paid a visit to London in May 1805, with an introduction from Lord Glasgow to Lord Dundas, the First Lord of the Admiralty, the friend and patron of Sir Humphry Davy, who introduced him to many prominent scientific contemporaries including his assistant, Michael Faraday, Brewster, Wollaston and Henry, with all of whom he remained in correspondence for most of his life.
Apart from the fact that his professorial duties seem to have been rather unduly heavy, little information concerning his life at this period is available, although we know from Sir William Hooker that he was a good linguist and a fair classical scholar. He was well acquainted with both English and foreign literature, and was deeply read in theology and Biblical criticism. On his annual visit to Lord Glasgow in 1807 he was encouraged to "bring and play his double flageolet as usual". He seems also to have been a fisherman, since amongst his papers is permission from the Duke of Argyll for him to fish his lochs and rivers at any time when his own family did not wish to do so; and he was presumably a skilful curler since he was made a member honoris causa of the Glasgow Club. He acted as Honorary Surgeon to the 7th Regiment of Scottish Militia (The Angus Fencibles) at the request of Lord Glasgow, and attended an "exercise" in 1804 in which the newest recruits, under the guise of a raiding French force, had to land and be driven off no less than three times by their more veteran colleagues who were provided with 50 "shotless cartridges" for this purpose. He mentions in one of his later letters that although he sympathized with the educational aspirations of the Radicals, his principles were (and remained) "soundly Conservative"! He also seems to have carried on a private medical consulting practice with some success as is testified by a letter from a patient thanking him for curing him of a terrible skin complaint at which no less than thirteen other medical gentlemen had previously tried their hand; although he does not seem ever to have attained to financial affluence. His patron Lord Glasgow started at this time the running correspondence with him regarding his own health, which he continued until his death in 1843; and sometimes when Uire went, en famille, to spend his annual holiday with him at Kelburn Castle, he would present him with fifty guineas on the pretence that he had taken him from his professional duties in Glasgow. In 1804 he inaugurated his celebrated series of "Mechanics' Classes" in popular science and its industrial applications for working men, which were, according to the Dictionary of National Biography (D.B.N.) probably the first of their kind and which also became immensely popular; this was to "diffuse amongst the manufacturers and mechanics of Glasgow a knowledge of the scientific principles of their respective Arts". In 1807 he added a library by public subscription, giving several lectures for this purpose, and presenting 100 volumes of his own. In 1810 we find him in correspondence with Josiah Wedgwood, son of the great potter, who was making the porcelain parts of his electrical apparatus, but who seems not only to have been very slow in doing so but, in the view of the youthful professor, avaricious in his demands for payment! Dr. lJre assisted notably during this period in the development of the Andersonian Institution, especially of its medical school (which, with his help, by 1828 had five professors and had acquired the premises of the old Grammar School). His laboratory in this building is believed to have been the first in which class instruction in practical chemistry was given in Europe; a contemporary document describes him as "the chief ornament" of this Institution. He also filled the post of Lecturer in Materia Medica, probably in the Portland Road School, and in 1813 he published, under the auspices of the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons, "A New Systematic Table of the Materia Medica with a Dissertation on the Operation of Medicines", which he claims to be the first work on scientific pharmacology.
In 1808 he again visited London, this time to discuss the project of establishing an observatory in Glasgow. He made the acquaintance of Nevil Maskelyne, Sir David Brewster, Groombridge, Troughton, Pond and others, with whom he also remained in constant correspondence throughout his life. The observatory was founded by him and others in the following year, and he was put in charge and resided in it for several years, leaving it second only to Greenwich in reputation at that time. Whilst in residence he was visited by Sir William Herschel, the Astronomer Royal, who gave some lectures to the local Astronomical Society and helped him to install a fourteen-foot reflecting telescope of his own design and manufacture. He was elected Fellow of the (Royal) Astronomical Society in 1811. Herschel's second son many years later (in 1866) came to occupy Dr. lire's Chair in Natural Philosophy.
In October 1816 he paid a courtesy visit to Paris with his friend the 7th Lord Elgin (of the Elgin Marbles), at the invitation of the French Academy, transmitted through Marshal Berthier, shortly before he committed suicide. He met many leading scientists including Cuvier (with whom he visited the field of Waterloo and returned with an eagle trophy), Berzelius the Swede, Berthollet and his assistant Guy-Lussac; and since he wrote and spoke French well he was a considerable success. The next year his Institution was visited officially by Baron Charles Dupin on behalf of the French Government, who was particularly impressed by his Mechanics' Class. This led to the establishment of similar courses at the Ecole des Arts et Metiers in Paris. Baron Dupin stated in his official report to his Government that Dr. Ure "a produit des resultats etonnants. C'est une chose admirable que de voir aujourd'hui dans beaucoups d'ateliers de Glasgow de simples ouvriers poseder et developper au besoin les principes de leurs operations et les moyens theoretiques d'arriver aux resultats pratiques les plus parfaits possibles". Another report written the previous year states that "Europe affords no similar example of a class composed of several hundred artisans, mechanicians and engineers weekly assembled (8 p.m. on Saturdays) to study the scientific experiments ... it is much to be desired that similar courses shall be instituted in all big towns of the British Empire". As the result of this, and other reports, Dr. lire received visits from many of the most notable Continental scientists and became the recipient of many honorary diplomas from the chief scientific institutions of both Europe and America. It is recorded that the proprietors of the great factories in England, Scotland and Europe encouraged the attendance of their leading artisans by distributing tickets "for the most deserving" until about 1820 when the general schism between masters and men began to spread through the manufacturing districts, which resulted during the Industrial Revolution in the emergence of Disraeli's "two nations" and the mass employment of unskilled labour as machine-minders and so the disappearance of the skilled artisan.
In 1813 lIre was appointed Professor of Natural Philosophy and Chemistry at the Belfast Academical Institution, this seems, however, to have involved only a compulsory course of lectures every two years; his visits inaugurated his interest in the scientific aspect of bleaching and milling, however, about which he later wrote.
In 1817 he embarked upon an important series of researches connected with various subjects lying within the domains of both physics and chemistry, most of which can be found in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society. Amongst these was an important series of determinations of the specific gravity of sulphuric acid in varying dilutions (Journal of the Royal Institution) which was a remarkable and early example of the useful application of logarithms to chemistry; and a paper on the latent heat 'of vapours which formed the basis of many modern meteorological theories. He also described an explosive eudiometer for gas analysis, which bears his name. On December 10, 1818, he read a paper to the Glasgow Literary Society on some pioneer experiments he had performed with the galvanic current on the body of Clydesdale, the murderer, and suggested that by early stimulation of the phrenic or vagus nerves or the great sympathetic in the neck, life might be restored after suffocation or drowning. These experiments caused a considerable sensation according to the D.N.B., and found an echo in Byron's poem Don Juan. Some extracts from the published account of these experiments may be quoted. "The murderer was a middle-sized muscular man of 30. He was suspended on the gallows for nearly an hour, and the experiments were made in the anatomy theatre within ten minutes of him being cut down. There was no dislocation of the neck." Dr. lire connected his galvanic rods firstly with the spinal marrow and the sciatic nerve through deep incisions, whereupon "every muscle of the body was immediately agitated with convulsive movements resembling a violent shuddering from cold. On moving the second rod from hip to heel the knee being previously bent, the leg was thrown out with such violence as nearly to overturn one of the assistants, who in vain tried to prevent its extension". The body was also made to perform the movements of breathing, by stimulating the phrenic nerve and the diaphragm. "In the judgement of many scientific gentlemen who witnessed this scene, this respiratory experiment was perhaps the most striking ever made with a philosophical apparatus.... Later "every muscle of his countenance was simultaneously thrown into fearful action, rage, anguish, horror, despair, and ghastly smiles united their hideous expression in the murderer's face, surpassing far the wildest representation of a Fuseli or a Kean. At this period several of the spectators were forced to leave the apartment from terror or sickness, and one gentleman fainted". One of Dr. lTre's chief contributions to the discussion which was then raging regarding the effect of the application of galvanic "animal electricity" to the body, was to point out what had previously been overlooked, namely "that a muscular mass through which the galvanic energy is directly transmitted exhibits very weak contraction in comparison with that which can be excited by passing the current through the principal nerve of the muscle".
In 1818 he was able to prepare a table of specific gravity for nitric acid in different dilutions, and he applied electricity to the problem of saline crystallization for the first time. He also published a very important paper on the relationship of chlorine to hydrochloric acid in the Edinburgh Philosophical Transactions. In 1821 he published his great Dictionary of Chemistry in two volumes; this also constituted a "System" of chemistry and rapidly passed through four editions and was translated into many languages including French (Riffault, 1821), German, Spanish and Russian. The American edition (1841, Philadelphia) became the standard textbook on the subject and remained so for many years. It contained some of the earliest accurate researches in organic chemistry, and led to his election to Fellowship of the Royal Society in the next year (1822). It was dedicated to his friend and patron the Earl of Glasgow "In gratitude for his favour at the onset of my life 'which cherished those studious pursuits which have since formed my chief pleasure and business", and also "for His Lordship's hospitality to which I owe the elegant retirement in which many of these pages were written". About this time he was able to gratify his frequently expressed desire to visit Cambridge, "the most celebrated seminary of European science". He did so at the invitation of the Professor of Chemistry and spent a week giving demonstrations of his much admired experimental technique. Tribute to this is contained in a letter written to him after his departure by Professor E. D. Clark, in which he says "I wish very much you had examined the small quantity of gas which you collected from Plutonium. It remained on my table long after we lost you because the experiment required a hand like yours, and we could do nothing with it"! He also paid another visit to Paris where after exploring the catacombs he bought himself "four fancy waistcoats in satin and velour", and a turquoise ring for his daughter for which he paid 20 francs! At the end of this year he expanded his researches into organic chemistry and published a long paper "On the ultimate analysis of vegetable and animal substances" in the Philosophical Transactions. Of this Dr. Beattie wrote poetically later " . . . 'T was his mysterious regions to explore, And scatter light where all was doubt before"! From this time onwards he also published by request, a succession of valuable chemical reports on foreign science, including methodical digests of literature with comments and comparisons with British science, in the Quarterly Journal of Science, of which his friend T. W. Brande, Secretary of the Royal Society, was Editor. This was perhaps the first recorded regular scientific abstracting service. His energy seems to have been enormous, for in addition to his books, no less than fifty-seven original papers are to be found in the Philosophical Transactions alone, covering many aspects of pure and applied chemistry, physics, optics, electricity and mechanics.
In 1821 his Mechanics' Class asked him to use a subscription they had raised to get Dr. Birkbeck's portrait painted by some eminent artist of his choosing, to hang in the Institute; at the same time he himself received "A chronometer of the best workmanship and a laudatory address". It was at the end of this year that he quarrelled with Dr. William Henry, the eminent chemist, whom he accused of plagiarism. Dr. Wollaston, a friend of both parties, was asked to arbitrate, but compromised by appointing a friend unknown to either of them to do so. His report, a model of tact, proved agreeable to them both and their friendship was later renewed. Later in this year he was also invited to visit the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich, with Major Henry Kator (later Treasurer of the Royal Society), to witness the practice firing of the rocket batteries which had been invented by the superintendent, Sir William Congreve, and to make suggestions for their improvement. These had been used at the battle of Leipzig in 1813 with disappointing results so far as the enemy were concerned, but the War Office, urged on personally by the King, were still at thattime hoping to increase their future wartime value.
In 1824 he published the Elements ofthe Art ofBleaching (two volumes), which he translated from the French of his friend Berthollet, receiving 200 guineas and a dozen copies as his reward. In 1829 "A New System of Geology" appeared, in which he pointed out the importance to this subject of chemistry and physics, and the fact that sacred history can be reconciled with its findings. It was one of the last textbooks in which the influence of Noah's flood was insisted upon. For this work he received 500 guineas and was elected an original member of the Geological Society. By means of this volume his poetic admirer states that "He harmonised Divine with human lore, and weighed this life with that which lies before"! Later in this year the City of Glasgow decided to erect a public monument to James Watt, the engineer, and at the request of the Lord Provost, Dr. TJre gave a public lecture at Christmas on the steam engine "illustrated by an elegant series of working models" to initiate the fund. TBE MOVE TO LONDON By 1829 he was finding it necessary to undertake the lengthy and expensive journey to London very frequently in order to supervise his various publications, and to attend the meetings of the Royal Society to which he was contributing greatly. He seems also to have obtained the unofficial offer of the Chair of Chemistry at University College, London, which was in the process of being founded by Lord Brougham, who as Lord Rector of Glasgow University and a great supporter of public education, knew and admired Dr. ITre's pioneer work in this field. It was probably this possibility which finally decided him to move his family to London, which he did in 1830. The professorship, however, went elsewhere, as the result, it seems, of unexpected opposition fermented by Dr. Thomas Thomson, F.R.S., the Regius Professor of Chemistry at Glasgow, whose "First principles of Chemistry" Dr. IJre had reviewed somewhat harshly in the Quarterly Journal of Science-"a more arrogant and truly mi_lchievous publication.... The Regius Professor is taking Royal liberties with the labours and property of others"! In a private letter to TIre the Editor (Brande) wrote regarding another similar review "I have as usual blunted some of the shafts of your criticism ... just though they are!" After a few months in rooms in Howland and Keppel Streets, Bloomsbury, he took a house at 21, Finsbury Square, where he lived until 1834, when he moved to 13, Charlotte Street, Bedford Square, which was his home until about 1845 when he went to live with his son Alexander at 18, TJpper Seymour Place, where he died.
His friend Brande, who as Editor of the Quarterly Journal ofScience and Art was relying increasingly upon his collaboration, secured him the post of Lecturer in Chemistry to the Surrey Institution, and later to the Royal Institution, where he had succeeded Sir Humphry Davy as Professor of Chemistry, and the Apothecaries' Hall. From correspondence at this period between Brande, John Murray the publisher, and Dr. IJre, it is interesting to learn that Murray, in spite of his great reputation, had his faults. Brande says "Murray is terribly negligent but means no offence by what in others would appear impertinent negligence" (December 11); and again "Mr. Murray is not the man of business a bookseller should be, though he has many advantages etc." (March 20): whilst TIre, in spite of his meticulously accurate outlook on science, seems always to have sent his manuscripts just too late to allow of him correcting the proofs, a bone of contention with Brande which recurs through the years.
Dr. TIre set up in 1830 in private practice as a consultant in science in all its branches, and more particularly as an analytical chemist for commercial purposes. It was said of him by Sir Michael Faraday, after his death, that "his skill and accuracy were well known as well as the ingenuity of the methods employed in his researches'. . . and it has been stated that no one of his results has ever been impugned. His extensive knowledge enabled him to arrive at conclusions, and to demonstrate facts considered impossible by his compeers in science". Some idea of the variety of his practice and "the amazing and varied fund of knowledge of applied science on which he was consulted from all over the world" (British Medical Journal) can be gained from the following brief list which has been culled from his letters or publications: The disinfecting of ships and their cargoes (Lord Lansdowne), bread-baking processes, distilling, a new process of amalgamating zinc and copper, analysis of a metal tool and an ointment found by Sir Gardiner Wilkinson in an Egyptian tomb, infringement of a patent concerned in piano construction (Messrs. Broadwood), several photographic patents of his own, and the analysis of various types of coal for the Admiralty. He also visited professionally most of the new Midland industrial areas, and some in France and Belgium, to advise upon technical improvements, chiefly in cotton manufacture, bleaching and dying processes, glass manufacture, and mining; many of the leading industrialists being old pupils of his. In 1833 he was requested by the Lords of the Committee of the Privy Council to undertake experimental researches into sugar refining, and his report was printed by order of the House of Commons, and led to the fixation of the sugar duties. He also undertook for them the investigation of methods of estimating the amount of sugar in sugar-cane juice,, for which he was paid £800. In the following year he was appointed first consulting analytical chemist to the Board of Customs, a post which he held until his death.
He seems to have enjoyed the scientific and social life of London; his "Sunday Savants' breakfasts" and his "5.30 beefsteak parties" appear to have been popular and frequented by most of the notabilities of the time including Lord Glasgow who had taken a town house in the same neighbourhood. At these he employed to the full his exceptional mental energy and powers of conversation, and always proudly displayed the silver teapot presented to him by his Mechanics' Class in 1809. His daughter Mrs. Mackinlay continued later to preside over a weekly "salon" in Soho Square until nearly the end of the century.
In 1835 he brought out the fourth edition of his Dictionary of Chemistry, as well as Philosophy of Manufactures which went into several English editions and was translated into French and German. In this is perhaps to be found the beginnings of social medicine, since he deals from a medical aspect with the conditions of the workers in the cotton mills, and advocates special methods of ventilation and heating. These views were expanded next year (1836) into The Cotton Manufactures of Great Britain-Scientifically Investigated and Compared with that of Other Countries (two volumes). His friend James Nasmyth, the great engineer, executed most of the 1,240 fine drawings with which this work is embellished. Having focused interest on the subject of artificial ventilation in buildings, he was asked to design a system to be installed in the new Customs House of the Port of London, and later for the Reform Club. He was consulted also regarding the heating and ventilation of the new Houses of Parliament but his suggestions, to his great annoyance, were not carried out. He undertook at this time also an extensive series of soil and mineral analyses for Lord Breadalbane on his estates, and was appointed scientific member of a "Metal and Paint Commission" set up by the Army under the Chairmanship of the Commanding Royal Engineer. He explored the original idea that sugar might be obtained in commercial quantities from beet, and carried out several analyses of the amount actually contained in root-syrup of varying origins. Characteristically he wrote an equally lengthy expose of a popular moustache cream which he had been requested to analyse! His printed tariff of charges for his investigations is of some interest: Dr Times review of it said: "This is a book of vast research, and the variety of subjects embraced In it may be estimated by the fact that on the French translation it was thought advisable to employ nineteen collaborators, all regarded as experts in their special subjects. Dr. lire thus honourably occupies a position in scientific work analogous to the literary feat of Dr. Johnson, who single-handed produced his English Dictionary."
In 1842 he was successful in obtaining damages in the High Court for a client living in 11, George Street, Hanover Square, who stated that his front rooms had been darkened by the erection of a hoarding. By practical demonstration with a method of photometry devised by himself, he convinced the Judge and jury that 15 % of his client's light had been filched! During this year he was also engaged in some crucial experiments on the polarization of light at the request of his friend Sir David Brewster.
As his purely scientific work increased he seems to have relinquished the practice of medicine, although his correspondence shows him to have remained upon the best of terms socially with leaders of the profession such as Sir Henry Halford, Dr. R. H. Hume, and Dr. J. A. Paris, the President of the Royal College of Physicians.
In 1844 he summarized the chemical processes involved in bleaching, together with his own not inconsiderable contributions to the industry, in a book entitled Chemistry Simplified in its Application to the Testing of Alkalis, Acids and Bleaching Substances. He also attacked white bread and the processes used to obtain it, and pleaded for the establishment of a Board of Health to be composed of eminent physicians, chemists and engineers, to watch over markets, factories, bakeries, abattoirs, places of public amusement and secret medicines. A year or two later, when passing through Rouen with his daughter, the Mayor invited him officially to inspect the local factories. According to a letter written later by her, when they reached the gates of the largest factory they found the approaches lined with a hundred cheering artisans, who had in the past attended his Mechanics' Classes in Glasgow. Many of these had subsequently achieved important and responsible positions, and paid public tribute to his enlightened ideas and lucid teaching. In 1850 he was asked by the Commissioners of Metropolitan Sewers to investigate independently what was known as the Pimlico Malaria tragedy, in which several sewermen and others had lost their lives. An official report by four distinguished chemical scientists had recently whitewashed the authorities, but the public, especially The Times, were not satisfied. His long printed report is entitled The General Malaria ofLondon and the Peculiar Malaria ofPimlico, Investigated, and the Means of Their Economical Removal Ascertained. In this he proves that no natural disease processes were involved, but that the deaths were due to the poisonous exhalations of cyanogen compounds produced by chemical action from refuse dumped there. He is rather unkind in his comments on the official report and its scientific compilers, and he proposes for the purpose of such future investigations the formation of an impartial Science Tribunal "which shall not swarm like our present Royal Society with vain dilettanti having the form of philosophers, but strangers to their powers and methods of research". He also suggested the possibility of smoke prevention in factories, and predicted that this would increase public health.
LAST YEARS
During his last years, although he retained to the end his mental clarity and love of good conversation, his activities were much limited by what was termed gout of his right side, thigh and leg, after any physical exertion. He had mentioned this in his letters from 1829 onwards, and had visited many Continental spas with his devoted daughter, where he combined his treatment with analyses of the waters; these were still quoted until the recent war in some smaller German resorts. He also for several years abstained from all butcher's meat and wine, without relief, and in 1841 he wrote that he proposed to visit Dieppe where he would join his old friends M. Clement (the Professor of Chemistry in Paris) and Baron Cuvier, the naturalist, in a "cure" by means of sea-bathing at the Royal Baths there. Possibly the modern diagnosis would substitute an intervertebral disc lesion for gout?
To conclude, in the words of Duncan's Memorials: "These various labours in widely differing fields show the great versatility of the man, whilst his publications were largely responsible for the interest shown by his contemporaries in other walks of life in popular science." He was a deeply religious man and was held in affection by a wide circle of friends which included the poet William Beattie, whose funeral Ode, which was published in The Times, stated: "The last sad office to our friend is paid, Affection lingers where his dust is laid." Some years later a memorial tablet was erected to his memory in Glasgow Cathedral, where it may still be seen.
Several portraits of Dr. 
